
Vineyard and soil

Vinifications

Château de Pampelonne has been owned by the Pascaud de Gasquet family for 
nearly 2 centuries. The domain is located on the Saint-Tropez peninsula, along the 
Pampelonne beaches in Ramatuelle.
The 80 % sand soils combined with a strong maritime influence favour the 
concentration of the grapes during maturing.
Légende is an exceptional wine produced from the unique parcels of the Château 
de Pampelonne soil.
The care taken in the vineyard guarantees a healthy grape harvest of moderate 
yield to exploit the quintessence of the qualitative potential of these grapes. 

Area covered by the vines: 50 hectares

The grape picking only starts, for each individual variety, when the grapes have 
reached optimum maturity and after daily tasting of the fruit.

The grapes are picked by hand during the night.

After a short period of maceration then direct pressing, the grapes are vinified 
by gravity to avoid oxidation. Temperature control preserves the freshness and 
integrity of the aromas.

The Maîtres Vignerons de Saint-Tropez perform the final wine stabilisation 
treatments before bottling. This last step is carried out under optimum conditions 
with latest generation technical equipment to preserve the wine quality.

rosé  Grenache, Cinsault

rosé
Shiny and clear, light peach robe.
An intense nose and beautiful complexity with aromas of 
white flesh fruits and exotic fruits enhanced by marine 
notes.
The mouth is fresh, gourmet with long aromatic persistence 
and good balance.

 

serve at 10-12 °c - drink with fried 
scallops, fish with sauce or as an aperitif

LÉGENDE
a gastronomic rosé: expression of the château de Pampelonne soil.

in the 19th century, under napoléon, during the italian campaign, one of the ancestors of the Gasquet 
family (andré falcon) worked as treasurer for the government. He lived in Marseilles and often had to 
make trips to italy to pay the soldiers and manage the expenses incurred by the campaign.
He therefore decided to buy land in the middle of his long journey to italy. He noticed the little village of 
ramatuelle and decided to build a house for his family. initially there were no crops. then in 1920, after 
the first world war, the Gasquet family decided to plant vines over 2 hectares. the vineyards extended 
over the years, and now cover an area of 50 hectares.

aoP cÔtes de ProVence

  Varieties

  tastinG notes   MatcHinG food and Wine

aVailable in 75 cl & 150 cl


